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NELEN YUBU 

EDITORIAL 

WITH THIS, its sixth issue, Nelen Yubu continues its role of intercommunication in the 
context of the church’s approach to Aboriginal Australians and their response. 

The intercommunication primarily intended is between church personnel scattered 
throughout Australia, particularly those in the north where ongoing tribal communities 
are picking their way in response to the Christian message. The reports of courses con- 
ducted at the Daly River Centre are of special importance in this regard. The reader will 
note, not only expected expressions of social concern, but also indications of a spon- 
taneous and effective mysticism in an Aboriginal person’s openness to Cod. 

Personnel on “missions” will be forced to serious reflection on a social aspect of their 
role by Chester Street 5 observations well based in scripture, anthropology and direct 
experience. 

We are happy to present a report of the Assembly held recently by Broome diocese. 
The author, parish priest of Kununurra, expressed his puzzlement in a letter as to why a 
southern Catholic paper would have refused another apparently well-written report about 
the same Assembly, an important event in the life of the Australian church. 

An important aspect of missionary work is willingness on the part of the evangelising 
church to be enriched itself by the culture it is offering the gospel to. Mary Jones ably 
describes an area where the teachers have a lot to learn from their students, as I also 
indicate briefly in reflection on my YTU course, X3 107. 

We would like to thank Kerang parish, Victoria, for subsidising this periodical. Until 
we can find a lot more subscriptions, only the Kerang donation makes it possible. 

Mar tin Wilson MSC 

PS If you read a book or article or attend a conference you think would be of interest to 
Nelen Yubu readers, please write a short review note andsend it along. 
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THE HISTORY OF 
SACRED AND BIBLICALLY-INSPIRED DANCE 
IN AUSTRALIA 

MARY JONES B.A. DIP. ED. A.T.C.L. 

This paper will examine the history of sacred and Biblically-inspired dance in Australia. The 
first section will describe the sacred dance of Aborigines and the history of the Aborigines’ 
contact with the British settlements in the 18th and 19th centuries that led to the destruction 
of much of their culture. It will show how the changes of attitudes and understanding this 
century have led to a gradual increase of interest in Aboriginal dance amongst white Australians 
and the recent developments amongst tribal Aborigines in adapting and using their dance and 
ritual in Christian liturgy and to tell Biblical stories. 

The paper then goes on to describe how the Modern Dance revolution found its way to 
Australia, pioneered most significantly by Madame Gertrud Bodenwieser who based two of 
her major works on Biblical characters and stories and-whose pupil, Shona Dunlop-MacTavish, 
has gone on to pioneer dance in the Christian church in this area of the world. Two examples of 
more recently choreographed dances on Biblical themes end this part of the paper. 

In the final two sections a brief overview is given of the incidence of dance in the Jewish 
and Christian communities during the last decade and the formation of the Christian Dance 
Fellowship is described. Some questions for future consideration conclude the account. 

This paper does not provide a complete coverage of the history of Sacred and Biblically- 
inspired dance in Australia but serves as an introduction to it. 

ABORIGINAL DANCE 

Two Cultures Clash - 18th and 19th Centuries 

The history of sacred and Biblically-inspired dance in Australia needs to be seen against the 
background of Australian history, as Art reflects and speaks to the changing and developing 
attitudes of society. 

There are two different strands to this history coming from different traditions and de- 
veloping separately over thousands of years, only being brought together in the last 200 years 
when the first fleet of ships carrying convicts and marines landed close to where Sydney’s 
Opera House now stands. These strands were Britishers secure in their conviction that their 
culture and way of life was the most advanced in the world, and around 300,000 Australian 

Mary Jones is National Co-ordinator for The Christian Dance Fellowship of Australia (PO Box 373, Milson’x 
Point, NSW 2061). She presented this paper at the AASR Conference, Sydney, 1979. 
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Aborigines, with a stone-age technology, who had inhabited this most ancient continent for 
about 40,000 years. The two cultures were completely opposed, the British leading a settled 
urban or farming existence with emphasis on competing to acquire possessions, and the 
Aborigines, a nomadic existence skilfully gathering and hunting what the land naturally pro- 
vided, with few possessions and an emphasis on sharing and co-operation. 

The early European settlement was fraught with difficulties and most regarded the land with 
hostility and distaste, so different was it to the green fertility of their Mother country ;much of 
this struggle with the land which has so often ended in defeat, as well as the struggle of convicts 
against authority, has been claimed to be partly responsible for certain negative, conservative, 
anti-authoritarian attitudes still with us today.’ l’ England, until quite recently, was commonly 
referred to as ‘home’ and people struggled, for example, to produce their hot Christmas dinners 
on a sweltering summer’s day and plant European gardens around European houses. 

On the other hand, the Aborigines were completely in tune with their environment, looking 
on themselves not as beings apart from the rest of nature but interwoven with it. They had a 
highly sophisticated system of tribal organisation based on both kinship and totems. In the 
totemic structure people were grouped together with an ancestor from the beginning of things 
called ‘the dreamtime’, and certain animals, plants and natural objects associated with the story 
of that hero. For example, certain people, together with grass, water, the Pleides and the kan- 
garoo belonged to the kangaroo totem and were responsible for performing the ritual associated 
with this totem or ‘dreaming’. These rituals were periodically performed at certain sites in the 
tribal territory where, they believed, their own preexistent spirits and those of their ancestors 
and the natural species lived. These sites were features of the landscape such as specific rocks 
and waterholes which had been created by their ancestors or featured in some way in the 
stories and exploits of these heroes as they travelled from place to place changing their form at 
will to an animal, bird, plant or natural object. ‘The stories of the journeys of these heroes were 
the subject of the sacred rituals. As the tales were sung and danced and the sacred objects 
proving the validity of the tales were brought out, the participants became one with the heroes, 
receiving some of their power and ensuring the increase of their totemic species. 

Aborigines in contact with the white settlers were curious at first and began to acquire 
European goods and ways. Then, as they began to suffer and die as a result of their contact, 
disillusionment set in. European diseases and alcohol took their toll. Starvation was common 
when their USU~ food supplies began to disappear as the land was settled, and if, in exchange, 
they killed stock, retaliation was sure to follow. Land settlement also began to deny them 
access to their sacred sites and this led to a breakdown of their religion and subsequent loss of 
identity. Many tribes were wiped out and Aboriginal numbers fell to about one sixth of their 
original total within a century. 3 

The early settlers understood none of their sophistication but judged only their nakedness, 
‘peculiar’ customs and lack of physical possessions. They regarded them as barely human in 
accordance with the prevailing view of the time that primitive people had retrogressed since the 
time of Adam. An early writer likened a corroboree to ‘a ballet executed by denizens of the 
zoological gardens’ and was repelled by their ‘libidinous gestures’ and their ‘yelling in concert 
in the most hideous manner imaginable?. 4. 

As most Europeans regarded the sacred rituals of the Aborigines as degenerate, it is not 
surprising that when missions were set up to ‘civilize’ the natives by teaching them Christianity 
and European ways, many missionaries did all they could to break down Aboriginal culture .’ ; 
and certainly little or no attempt was made until this century to incorporate their music, dance 
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and art in the westernized Christian worship that was offered them. The work among them was 
very discouraging as they showed little interest in Christianity and continued to hold what was 
left of their own rituals away from the missionary’s eyes. 

Greater Enlightenment and Interest - 20th Century 
There were always a few enlightened people who felt that Aboriginal culture should not 

be destroyed, but it was not until the late 1920s when Elkin, an Anglican clergyman and 
anthropologist, began extensively studying Aboriginal culture and promoting a new attitude 
towards it in society, that more began to understand and appreciate. Early research took little 
detailed interest in the music and dancing and it was not until the late forties that they began 
to be studied and recorded and it is only recently that dances have been notated. 6 

It was in 1931 that Varney Monk wrote a corroboree ballet in her opera “Collitt’s Inn” to 
a chant sung to her in 1928 by Queen Rosie, then 90 years old and the last of the Illawarra 
tribe. 7’ In 1946 the Borovansky Ballet, Australia’s first professional company formed by 
Russian dancers stranded in Australia during the war, performed a one-act ballet “Terra 
Australis” telling the story of a beautiful young girl, Australia, and her love the Aboriginal, 
whose peace is shattered by the coming of the pioneer., 8 Neither of these used traditional 
Aboriginal steps - that had to wait until 1954 with Beth Dean’s presentation of “Corroboree” 
during the visit of Queen Elizabeth. 

Ted Shawn’s Visit 
In the meantime, in 1947, Australia was visited by Ted Shawn, one of the pioneers of 

modem dance in America, who was committed to sacre’d dance, believing from all his research 
that in the beginning religion and dance were one and the same activity, and who as early as 
1917 had presented a composite service in dance using psalms and other Biblical material. 
For years he had been haunted by a picture of a corroboree hanging on his studio wall in 
Massachusetts and now, invited to perform in Australia’s capital cities, he had the chance to see 
and experience Aboriginal dancing first hand. He was the first interpretative artist to evaluate it. 

John Ewers describes the visit in his book With the Sun on my Bock.9 He, together with 
Bill Hamey, an authority on Aboriginal life and customs, went with Shawn to Delissaville, a 
small reserve across the harbour from Darwin, the capital of Northern Territory. On their first 
afternoon, a traditional ritual was in progress for a girl arrived at marriageable age. The women 
moved in single file, curving like a giant snake, the girl second from the front wearing a blue 
draping and a necklace of wool and shells presented to her by her mother’s sister. At a given 
word from the leader the women stopped, closed in together and bent down tapping the ground 
lightly with a stick. With high-pitched voices they sang out the evil spirits and then continued 
their march, heads to the ground, until a new position was reached. After 8 or 9 times, the 
novice was presented to her mother, duly initiated. 

That evening the men gathered to show Shawn some of their dancing. The men tend to 
dominate Aboriginal dance and this was one of the things that interested Shawn as he felt the 
West had lost much vitality in the dance by becoming dominated by women. In the light of the 
corroboree fire, the Wargaitj men, their bodies decorated with straight lines and cross-hatchings 
of pipe-clay, showed Shawn four of their dances: a modem hunting dance; an impersonation 
of the women at work and play; a dance of the wartime aeroplane patrol; and a traditional 
turtle hunting dance. As Bill Harney explained, these differed from sacred ritual not so much in 
the dance itself but in the details of the ceremonial of which the dance is a part. Each of’the 
dances had three sections: a rhythmical approach to the theme; an increase in speed, intensity 
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and drama until the right foot of every dancer beat the ground in crisp, staccato rhythm, bodies 
sway@, arms and legs bent at right angles, dust rising; and then a retreat with a calming down 
and a m-grouping of the dancers for the next part of the performance. These dances were done 
to the accompaniment of song, tapping sticks and the didjeridoo - a hollow log which when 
blown produces a deep resonant note. Ted congratulated them: what he had seen, he told them, 
delighted him beyond his expectations. 

He was very excited about the performance and said that without hesitation it was the best 
primitive dancing he had ever seen. First, by any known standards, he elaborated later, it was 
good dancing; second, the form, with the three movements, was highly advanced; thirdly, the . . Mrwdual quality of two of the daters, Mosik and Beeaamu, put them into world class; 
fourthly,~withtbesepeopkraaIivingIrteevidenadbytheAeroplaned~wherea 
new theme had been explored; fifthly, the songman started with a triple rhythm and then 
changed to duple and it is unusual for primWe people to use triple rhythm; sixthly, the group- 
iqp were more complex than those usually found in p&tit& people who usually stay with the 
symm&id patterns of lines, circles and crescents. The Wargaitj dancing used asymmetrical 
groupings with at least fne different postures like fm voices in a fugue, making it very modem’ 
initscboreogmphicarc~ecture. 

BillHarnyexpldnedthidthiswsstrro~dandngwhirhichnracterizedbythemost 
vigorous, stacatto movements and the &y&n&al strmrping of the right foot and has fewer 
mimetic features than the three other main types which he then went on to describe. The 
boo@, in Arnhem Land, is similar but less vigorous. Here, unlike some other styles where the 
song accompanies but does not set the rhythm, the musk controls the movement. The graceful 
running springing, hopping, gliding and turning is light and continuous in loose and free form- 
ation in contrast to the doser, more controlled formations of the Delissaville dance. The 
pukumani from Melville Idand is quite different with no didjeridoo, just the song-man and 
dapping made by cupped hands on thighs and buttocks In their vigorous dances of, for 
example, the buffalo, shark and crocodile, the arms are stretched out in line with the shoulders, 
the head is thrown back and the knees lifted high. The body designs are far more colourful and 
elaborate and they aiways finish with a rapid tatoo with their feet, their left arm re&ing up 
and the right down, both turned out at the wrists. In the Centre you fmd kudjeka which is the 
least vigorous but most decorative with fantastic headgear and body decoration of white down 
stuck on with human blood and bands of leaves around wrists and ankles There are no trees 
for didjeridoos so the acannw is the so~lg-man and the beating of boomerangs. lo 

Berndt, a Iede authority on Aboriginal culture, divider the dmces into three types. Firstly 
therearecerwonier i3kmikgthe reanctment of myths and stories of their ancestors. These 
are presented in styked form and all actiom are symbolically important. They may be for 
initiation, history Ming or food increase and may take weeks or months to enact. They are 
looked on as never dmnging and are passed on to the next generation through initiation. The 
individull~padsongsmaybepractioedandperformedinmoresecularse~where 
they will be understood at different levels by the audience depending on their degree of 
initiation. In these cemmonies dance, .song. body painting and decoration, and ceremony are 
hsterdependent. Secondly, there is dance to speci& songs which may be traditional but there is 
no myth or meaning. Thirdly, there are ima+&ive and inventive dances for public enjoyment 
- Aboriginal dancers are good mimics and can be very amusing. These secular performances are 
dled Conoborees. Many of the new dances are claimed by the songman or dancer to have 
been given in dreams. 
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One of the sacred rituals Bemdt describes is the goose-egg festival of the old Daly River 
tribes when at the end of the rainy season the wild geese nest in thousands among the swamps 
and billabongs of the low-lying green plains. Some collect the eggs in canoes while others gather 
for the initiation ceremonies. Under the tall trees by the river bank, as steam rises from the 
earth.ovens, boys are heaped high with warm goose eggs until only their heads show. Later the 
life cycle of the goose is danced before them. He contrasts this with one from central Australia 
where a dancei comes leaping across the red, sandy clearing, scratching himself, peering about 
him and nibbling from time to time at a special ball he carries. This is a dance of the kangaroo 
and night bird dramatizing part of the myth relating to circumcision. The novices raise their 
heads to look but as each dancer makes to jump on them they are,,tumed over quickly onto 
their faces. Then an actor, lavishly decorated, comes from the bushes advancing deliberately, 
his knees lifted high and alighting almost on tip-toe. He holds a won@ pole, one of the sacred 
emblems, and every few paces as the novices watch he inserts the pole right in front of the 
novices; then, as their guardians turn them over, he disappears to hide the emblem in the secret 
storehouse. 1 1 

Corroboree for the Queen 

John Antill, one of Australia’s foremost composers, took eight years to compose his ballet 
piece “Corroboree” from snatches of tunes he heard from Sydney’s La Perouse Aborigines. He 
used the trora, bullroarer, whirring ratchets, gongs and cymbals in the percussion, and the com- 
plex rhythms of the Arunta tribes with sometimes as many as five cross rhythms together. Rex 
Reid was responsible for the choreography when it was performed by the National Theatre 
Ballet in 1950, but the steps were not taken directly from Aboriginal dance. l2 

For the performance to be presented during Queen Elizabeth’s visit in 1954, Beth Dean, an 
expatriate American, with her musician husband, Victor Carell, travelled 10,000 miles through 
Northern Australia to live with Aborigines and to study their dancing in preparation for re- 
choreographing Antill’s music using as wide a variety of authentic steps and gestures as possible. 
She chose the initiation of a young boy as the theme of the ballet. In the first movement the 
mother gives him a circle of hair-string as other women watch. They then leave, and as the boy 
looks at his gift it becomes the symbol of the choice he has to make to leave the safe world of 
women for the unknown world of men. He is joined, as he expresses these feelings, by his 
spirit totemic double, the Thippa Thippa of the Bellbird Totem. In the next four movements 
there are dances about the rain ancestors, the snake and the kangaroo totems. The snake totem 
leader approaches him in the most typical of all aboriginal steps, the high knee action stamp 
as each alternate supporting leg bends then straightens suddenly at the moment the raised foot 
beats the ground, the arms straight and reaching out forward at shoulder height, fingers spread 
wide. At one point the women enter with their typical shuffling glide, arms hanging low and 
swinging quietly. The secret bullroarer is whirled and the women dash off as they are forbidden 
to see the ritual. As night comes on the ordeal approaches and the boy dreams of his spirit, his i 
totemic double, undergoing an other world initiation. He wakes to fmd the fire which he now 
enters as a symbol of the circumcision he experiences. He comes out a man and his guardian 
hands him his totemic tjurunga, symbol of his new understanding of and connection with his 
spirit life. l3 .,- 

Tribal Dancers Come to the Cities 
Since 1954 several companies have choreographed aboriginal myths, though none with such 

thorough research or determination to combine so thoroughly the authentic steps with westem 
stagecraft. Beth Dean was also responsible for bringing the first group of tribal &orig&s to 
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the stage in Melbourne and Sydney in 1964 for very successful performances..14 Since then 
there have been various tours with appearances in theatres and schools. This recent attempt to 
bring the two cultures closer to one another to share in a new way found a symbolic and literal 
highpoint when, at the opening of the Opera House in 1973 on Benelong Point, an Aborigine, 
as the spirit of Benelong, appeared on one of the sails of the Opera House roof and spoke of the 
spirit of the land before the arrival of the white man. Now there is an Aboriginal Arts Board 
which is almost all black, a yearly Eisteddford in Darwin, overseas performances at the Black 
Arts Festival in Nigeria in 1977 and a full-time dance school where Aborigines are studying 
both traditional and western dance. There is a spirit of pride, identity and power beginning to 
be felt although it will take many years of determination to undo the many hurts and injustices 
of the past and the prejudice and patronism still very much with us. l5 

Mission Developments 

Let us go back now to the mission reserves in the largely unpopulated tracts of the Australian 
continent. At first the missionaries were given the task of christia&ing the Aborigines as the 
most effective way of westemizing them. Not much attention was paid to the process as it ,was 
assumed they were a dying race. The work was discouraging with little real communication and 
very few true converts. Then, as the birth rate increased, they have gradually moved, with 
changes in government policy, from a people of few rights, looked after and protected by a 
paternalistic government, to a people with theoretically equal rights, wages and votes with the 
white person. Inspired in part by the Red and Black power movements in the United States, 
they are seeking the return of their tribal lands and an implementation of their rights by law. 
This has also led blacks in the more settled areas who no longer live in the old ways to identify 
strongly as blacks and to begin to find their own forms of expression. l6 

Simultaneously with this has been a greater encouragement by some missionaries of aboriginal 
congregations in tribal areas to find their own expressions of Christian faith and to take 
responsibilities in church leadership. However, this encouragement has not automatically led to 
success according to Archdeacon Michael Martin and Rev. David Thompson who worked in 
Queensland’s Cape York peninsula for many years, Rev. Bill Edwards, in his history of the 
Pitjantjatjara church in the centre, and Rev. Dr. Robert Bos, principal of Nungalinya Collegt 
in Darwin for church training and research. l7 The reasons suggested are that in some areas 
there are no modem-day choreographers and the ritual dancing is understood to be inherited 
through the ancestors from the dreamtime and is therefore unchanging and immutable. Even 
where there are new dances they often tend to be play-about or fun dances and therefore not 
easily adaptable to Christian worship, especially as there is a high degree of conservatism 
amongst Aborigines who look on the European-style worship service that was introduced many 
generations ago as being the norm and therefore nearly as hard to change as their own rituals. 
Rev. Bill Edwards describes Christmas and Easter pageants amongst the Pitjantjatjara people 
presented in the late fifites and early sixties with the acting and settling of tableaus, the use of 
real camels and donkeys, and the effects provided by the bush settings, the traditional spinifex 
fires and some traditional music. These found wide acceptance and are remembered with 
pleasure though not performed now because animals are not so available and people harder to 
get to practices. Generally, there has been a hesitancy in the use of traditional singing and 
dance in services. l8 

Recent Changes in Triial Areas 

However, in the last few years there have been some exciting developments. 
At the Eucharistic Congress held in Melbourne in 1973, 130 Aborigines took part in an 
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Aboriginal liturgy approved by Rome that attempted to celebrate the Mass in the cultural 
tradition of the northern Aborigine. A crowd of 22,000 clapped in time to the djunba dance by 
the Murinbata people from Northern Territory and Western Australia. Earlier, Bathurst Islanders 
had danced and mimed the Last Supper. Aborigines from all over Australia at a fact-fmding 
meeting held in Darwin, Northern Territory, the previous year had been unanimous in wanting 
their own liturgy. They felt no sense of identity at Mass and wanted one that was more like 
tribal communication which depends more on dance and symbol than on words. ,a 

Since the congress, dance has continued to be used in the Mass in Tribal areas. It is often a 
part of the offertory procession, for example, at Port Keats, and at Daly River where a leader- 
ship course is offered to train lay people, after the Bible stories have been told the people will 
often come back later and present them in dance and mime. Initiation and other tribal rites are 
being incorporated in Christian ceremonies. This is also beginning to happen in other denom- 
inations as Dr. Bos, from the combined Uniting and Anglican College of Nungalinya, relates.~21 
‘We are now seeing the beginning of traditional dance styles being adapted for Christian 
worship in Arnhem Land” (in Northern Territory), he writes. “This has largely been as a result 
of the ministry of Rev. Terry Djiniyini who has had a very thorough theological education and 
also knows his own tradition.” He has adapted the traditional cleansing ceremony, Bukutup, 
for Christian baptisms and during his ordination service a part of the L2pngaUrwu was used in 
its traditional form to bring him forward as a candidate for ordination. With the beginning of 
bighly qualified Aboriginal clergy gaining the leader&p of the church in Arnhem Land, he feels 
we are likely to see many more indigenous forms of worship emerging in the next five years. 

There has been a new movement among the central Walbiri people in the last two years at 
Hooker Creek and Yuendumu. Yuendumu was only set up as a mission after World War II. 
Beth Dean, in her book Dust for the aOncera tells of her visit to Yuendumu a few years later 
in 1953. .22 When she asked the Baptist minister, Rev. Tom FMming, if some of the Aborigines 
were christians, he responded, “I don’t believe any of them are, really”. Now, 25 years later, a 
Christian corroboree was initiated by some of the middle-aged men who were enthu&stic about 
sharing the gospel story with the older people who had grown up fully in the older way and 
found it difficult to understand Christianity. It had all started when they had met with the 
Hooker Creek people in the Tanami desert half way between the two places in August 1977. 
The Hooker Creek people had shared some of their christian songs in traditional style. The 
Yuendumu people were not particularly enthused, but when in November they were presented 
again as a Christmas corroboree complete with dance, they became very enthusiastic and, after 
learning the songs and dances, performed them two days later at Yuendumu. They now decided 
to plan an Easter corroboree. Rev. Ed. Kingston had been doubtful about the idea but had 
agreed to support it if they stuck closely to the B&ical account. One of the men had a dream 
in which he saw two pictures of dancers around the cross - one was gold and the other black. 
They felt God was saying to them that if they stuck closely to the Biblical account God would 
bless the corroboree but if they added to the story things would go wrong. The pictures were 
painted and as a reminder stand by the communion table in the church along with dishes they 
have made for the bread and wine and offertory. Above is a stained glass window with traditional 
designs surrounding a cross. 

The story of the Easter Corroboree is coordinated by the songman who has based the songs 
on traditional chants and is accompanied by boomerangs clapped together. The body-painting 
and costumes have been designed by Neville Poulaon, a Walbiri schoolteacher, who through 
prayerful inspiration has used traditional forms to represent the new truths. The soldiers’ 
headdresses made from long grass are topped with emu feathers and traditional spears and 
boomerangs are carried. Pilate and the elders wear box&aped head-dresses made from card- 
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board boxes. Pilate’s is painted with a red cross on a white background, the white signifying 
importance to the Walbiri. Christ has a very simple headdress of grass and leaves in a skull- 
cap shape and his entire body is decorated with white feather designs. In the scene of the last 
supper, the disciples all sit around the campfire and Christ moves around them handing out 
damper and tea in traditional containers called coolomon. The crosses are set in three holes and 
Christ stands in front of the middle one, his arms outstretched, while the crowd, including the 
audience, laugh and mock him. The grave is a humpy made in the traditional way with branches 
curved in a U-shape. At the end of the corroboree everyone sat round a large ground mosaic 
depicting the story of the resurrection in symbolic red, yellow and white designs and Rev. Ed. 
Kingston initiated communion by breaking the damper and passing the can of tea while songs 
of the corroboree were sung. 

Since this first performance, the Yuendumu dancers have taken it to several places in the 
North and hope it will inspire others to make up their own Christian corroborees. At Yuendumu 
the ground next to the church has been set aside as a corroboree ground and the whole area.is 
considered sacred to God.‘=: 

WESTERN THEATRICAL DANCE 

Other Revolutions 

We have looked at the way that western dance has begun to explore the traditional myths 
and dancing of the Aborigines and how Aborigines are beginning to adapt their traditional art, 
music and dance forms to express the Bible stories and Christian worship brought to them by 
white missionaries. At the same time there have been other revolutions going on. 

Birth of Modem Dance 

At the beginning of this century, rumblings were being heard in the dance world as certain 
people became dissatisfied with the ballet. Dance, which had once been an important expression 
of faith in Hebrew worship and in the early and mediaeval church, had now become completely 
secularized and theatrical with little relevance to the real world. So modem expressionistic 
dance was born almost simultaneously in Europe and the United States, and many of the early 
pioneers went back to sacred dance and biblical themes for inspiration. 24 

In 1914 Maude Allan, a Canadian exponent of free dance,.visited Australia and caused great 
controversy with her dance, “Visions of Salome”, which many regarded as hardly decent. The 
next recital of modem dance seems to have been in 1932 by an Australian, Irene Vera Young, 
who had trained in German dance and went on to win a gold medal at the Olympic Festival 
of Dance in Germanv in 1937. 25 

Madame Gertrud Bodenwieser 

In 1939 Madame Gertrud Bodenwieser arrived in Sydney, Australia, having been forced to 
flee Nazi Europe because of her Jewish background. Prior to her arrival in Australia, Madame 
Bodenwieser had worked in Vienna for 20 years where in 1926she was appointed Professor of 
Dance and Choreography in the Vienna State Academy of Music and Dramatic Art and was the 
only woman ever to hold this post. True dance for her meant discovery and the exploration of 
feelings, thoughts and body movement. She was influenced in her search by Delsarte’s laws of 
harmonious movement derived from Greek sculpture, Mensendiek’s system of Physical Edu- 
cation based on a true understanding of the body, Dalcroze’s interpretation of music in move- 
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ment and Laban’s orientation in space, all of which she talks about in her book, The New 
Dance.26 Then, too, there was the stimulating cultural activity of Vienna with experhnents.in 
music and art and the challenge of Freud’s new psychology. A contemporary writer, Rudolf 
Lammel, in assessing the new dance groups of the twenties in his book, The Modern Dance, 
says:. “The Bodenwieser Dance Group is certainly to be regarded as one of the leading groups, 
just as Gertrud Bodenwieser is one of the greatest dancers of the present time”.27 Her pieces 
won many prizes and it is interesting that in 1932 in Paris her composition, “The Demon 
Machine”, was placed second to Joose’s “The Green Table”. She choreographed many lyrical 
shorter pieces but her longer works were dance dramas with strong philosophical themes which 
proved to be prophetic in nature. “Pilgrimage of Truth”, performed in 1932 as the Nazi move- 
ment was taking hold in Europe, warned the world not to reject the figure of truth and justice 
searching for acceptance in the world. In “The Masks of Lucifer”, 1936, Lucifer, in the guise 
of Intrigue, Terror and Hate incites people to self-destruction. 

The cultural climate in Australia was very different to the fertile world of Vienna she had 
recently left. Australian capitals had hardly begun to establish a culture for the Arts. Her 
company caused a sensation and her performances played to capacity audiences, but there was 
little interest in her more serious works, the halls and theatres were ill-equipped and primitive, 
and money was always short. Despite these difficulties and the tragedy of her husband’s death 
in a concentration camp, she continued to create and to tour extensively throughout Australia 
and hers was the first Australian theatrical company to tour overseas. In time much of the 
Viennese flavour gave place to a more robust style required by the harshness of the vast 
Australian landscape but she rarely used Australian themes.28 

Her next major dance-drama was “Cain and Abel”, and in her own words was a “danced 
presentation of man’s first crime, the crime of Cain; fratricide . . . and the first known episode 
of social conflict. The subject is by no means only a tale of bygone times”, she continued. 
“Cain and Abel are meant to be the symbols of our present-day struggle. The allegory, however, 
is intended to be an encouragement for us. The drama ends as the present war is eventually 
bound to end: the true ideals reign supreme, while the principle of force is overthrown, accord- 
ing to the spirit which the whole of creation demands.“.29 

Ihe story of Cain and Abel is developed around the jealousy of Cain which is triggered by a 
scene he watches and finally disrupts where Abel and a young woman meet and faU in love and 
are blessed by Eve. There is a confrontation between the two brothers where Abel tries to gain 
his brother’s love in vain and fmally forces his withdrawal by standing up to his display of force 
undaunted. Cain dances with the demons of Cruelty and Brutality who appear as hallucinations 
obsessing his mind. Then follows Abel’s dance of sacrifice. As he kneels at the altar, Cain slays 
him with a club. Voices are heard in ever-increasing loudness callhtg “Cain, Cain, where is your 
brother Abel?” He tries to flee from the voices and expresses his haunted conscience in dance 
before rushing off the stage. Abel’s beloved and friends enter with horror, and as they hold his 
body, angels enter to comfort the mourners thus forming a fmal tableau. Voices speak some 
words by the Australian poet, Elizabeth Lambert: 

“Not mourn, but sing it. 
The spirit lives. 
In triumph remember 
The spirit lives. 
He will arise and live 
Forever.” 29 
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In her reminiscences of working with Bodenwieser in the forties, Shona Dunlop-Mactavish 
recalls that “this was one of Bodenwieser’s most powerful dramatic works, and certainly its 
premigre in Australia in 1940 revealed that the transplanting of her genius to another part of 
the world had in no way diminished her artistic powers. ‘Cain and Abel’ was a biblical dance 
drama, and though she chose to describe the story as though through the eyes of a Renaissance 
artist, one did not have to know Frau Gerty very well to understand that the demons of Cruelty 
and Brutality who assisted Cain in the slaying of his brother were symbols of the same unleashed 
power of evil which had so recently murdered millions of her own Jewish race. Much of the 
power behind Bodenwieser’s choreography came from the strength of her personal feelings and 
her grief and the intensity of her feeling she also transmitted to her dancers . . . She also worked 
very closely with her musical director, who at this time was the remarkable Marcel Lorber who 
had been associated with her from her Viennese days. . . Mareel possessed an uncanny feeling 
for the needs of the dance . . . the success of “Cain and Abel” owes a great deal to the Lorber 
score.“:3o 

Her final dance dramas were written after the war ended. “0 World”, an Eastern dance- 
drama, was based on the philosophy of Krishnamurti, the chief figure being the victorious 
prince who renounces his crown for the oppressed peoples of the earth. Her last great dramas, 
“Life of the Insects” and “Errand into the Maze” made it clear that life with all its disappoint- 
ments and cruelties still holds out hope and compassion to those who respond. 

Gertrud Bodenwieser died in 1959 having worked in Australia for twenty years pioneering 
modern dance under great difficulties. “Masks of Lucifer” had used the Biblical figure of 
Lucifer and “Cain and Abel” the Old Testament story to convey the strong prophetic challenge 
to her audience that was always present in her dance dramas. She left a heritage in her students 
that has remained and spread as they have moved to different parts starting their own dance 
schools and working in Education; her pupils have continued the successful Bodenwieser Dance 
Centre although other styles have been incorporated to fit the age. 

Shona MacTavish 
Shona MacTavish (n& Dunlop), a member of the company who had trained in Vienna and 

was largely responsible for persuading Madame Bodenwieser to come to Australia, has gone on 
to be a leading pioneer of modem sacred dance through Asia and the Pacific. She writes, “As I 
have lived and studied in many countries over the past thirty years many additional influences 
have entered my teaching and influenced my creative life. Nevertheless, the unique Bodenwieser 
style remains at the root of all my teaching still. There may be more advanced techniques 
today, but I have yet to find in all my wanderings such a rich, expressive style. There seemed to 
be no human emotion that Bodenwieser could not deal with in movement terms.“‘31 . 

Shona MacTaviah now resides in her homeland, New Zealand, where she has a school and 
performing group in Dunedin, but she has spent time in many different parts of Asia and 
Australia leading workshops, lecturing in theological colleges and choreographing dances with 
religious and Biblical themes. In 1972-3 she was visiting Professor of Sacred Dance at Silliman 
University in the Philippines. Her work has been filmed and televised and she is the author of 
“Be Jubilant my Feet”, a handbook on dance in worship published in Australia by the Joint 
Board of Christian Education of Australia and New Zealand. 

In 1966 she was invited to return to Sydney to produce a dance for the final night of the 
Church and Life Movement, an ecumenical study programme on social issues. She used dancers 
from the Bodenwieser Dance Centre and in 11 days staged “Encounter” which tells the story 
of people’s struggle from earliest times to fmd God. They move through the Stages of finding 
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group consciousness and seeking some figurehead for worship, worshipping the sun, &en 
following the Prophet who understands the call to worship one God. They eventually rebel 
against his domination and leave the temple they have built but fmd only combat and dis- 
harmony until a new faith is born from a personal encounter with the suffering Christ. 

Othe; Biblical Dances 
There have been other scattered uses of Biblical themes by some choreographers but less 

than 20% of Australians attendchurch regularly and for the most part prefer sun, horse, sport 
and beer worship! 32 

Various dances have been commissioned by different church groups to mark significant 
occasions but few choreographers have felt a personal need to address a Biblical theme. Two 
contrasting examples of those who have done so are Ruth Gallene’s production of ‘There is a 
Mountain” for the premi&e of her company, The New Dance Theatre, in April, 1968, and 
Graham Jones’ “Cantate”, first performed in England in 1973 at the Young Vic. 

Ruth Gallene, born in Germany and of Jewish background, trained in Australia and over- 
seas. Lasting about 30 minutes, “There is a Mountain” is the story of the Exodus and is set to 
a jazz suite on the mass texts by Lalo Shiffrin. Vera Goldman, now living in Israel, danced the 
part of Miriam. It opens with stylized movement inspired by Egyptian Art as Moses leads the 
people from Egypt. This is followed by a dance of joy in scene II. In scene III the children of 
Israel have reached Mt. Sinai and Moses’ lengthy stay and the worship of the golden calf 
complete with orgy and human sacrifice. At this point Moses appears and smashes the 
commandments while Aaron pleads with him to forgive the Israelites. In the last scene, the 
journey continues to the Promised Land and the people are filled with joy as they see their 
land in the distance. 

Graham Jones is a native-born Australian and while dancing with the Ballet Rambert in 
London, he choreographed a 20-minute piece, “Cantate”, later restaging it in Australia with his 
company, Kinetic Energy. The theme of the Catholic Mass where the celebrant becomes the 
figure of Christ was inspired by a number of things: the shape of the space which reminded him 
of a church and altar, his Catholic background, his contact in London with West Indian-style 
worship, and the film “Black Orpheus”. The music was composed for the piece by Michael 
Gibbs and uses a tape of bells, finger cymbals and organ drone. The dance begins with six 
dancers representing the congregation processing to the Introit. The movements are based on 
walking, genuflecting and bowing, with the feeling of a peasant culture. The Priest now enters 
and dances an offertory theme in silence. The people take up this theme, expressing their joy 
at being there. Now the men guide the celebrant around the space and leave him in a meditative 
pose. At this point the priest becomes Christ in the garden of Gethsemane and the congre- 
gation are the soldiers and mourning women as Christ dies on the Cross and is lowered into the 
tomb. As he bursts out of the tomb he becomes the priest again walking to the front of the 
space while the congregation follow on their knees to receive the sacrament. 

The last scene is a reversal of the first - a joyous congregational dance after the priest has 
exited which reaches a climax and then quietens. 

DANCE IN THE JEWISH COMMUNITY IN AUSTRALIA 

Dance has been an important part of Hebrew life and worship from the beginnings of nation- 
hood when Miriam led the women in a dance to celebrate the defeat of the Egyptians in the 
Red Sea on their way out of Egypt to the Promised Land. Dance continued to be important 
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during years of dispersion. Since 1948 when the homeland was recovered and the nation of 
Israel reborn, folk dancing became a way of celebrating the spirit of joy, of unity in the 
diversity of cultures brought together and of strength and comradeship in the face of enormous 
difficulties. These Israeli folk dances, as Peta Jones described in a 1978 issue of Hors, are part 
of the youth movements in Australia even though there are no great dance leaders or major 
centres and it is hard to get music. In 1973 a group performed in the International Folklorico 
at the opening of the Opera House and found that dancing helped to form relationships with 
those who were anti-semitic or anti-Israel. Since then, as they have continued to perform and 
teach the dances, there are those who begin to share a love of Israel through dancing with them. 
They are not, however, part of the worship in synagogues where the only dancing that occurs 
seems to be at Simchat Tora (the rejoicing of the Tora) each year when the men dance spon- 
taneously in groups around the tora scrolls that are brought out of the ark for the occasion and 
carried ceremoniously around the centre of the synagogue seven times. 

DANCE IN THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH IN AUSTRALIA 

It has already been mentioned that this Jewish heritage of dance virtually disappeared from 
the Christian church in reaction to certain excesses and with the greater emphasis on the mind 
that the Renaissance, the Reformation and the printing of books brought to Europe.‘=’ In 
the last fifteen years, in Australia, as elsewhere, there appears to have been a new emphasis on 
feelings, human relationships and communication, and a greater, more joyful acceptance of the 
body. There is, too, a shift of orientation away from words to the visual as television has spread 
its influence through society. This has led to dissatisfaction with much of the liturgy of some 
churches which has remained virtually unchanged for often hundreds of years. 

The Roman Catholic Church 
Since Vatican II in 1965, the Roman Catholic church has been through an incredible rev- 

olution which has enabled all sorts of experiments with liturgy. In Australia this had led to the 
reintroduction of dance, especially in Masses organized by and for young people. Simple sym- 
bolic movements are taught and explored in workshops and in Catholic schools and institutions 
as a way of enlivening the liturgy. Ideas come from workshop experiences overseas, visiting 
teachers, adaption of creative dance taught in Teachers’ training, traditional dance techniques, 
and books and magazines mostly from overseas. Many parishes have dance and drama groups 
taking part in the Mass. Their dance is not looked on as a performance as such and little 
emphasis is put on training or technique - it is more a simple bodily expression of the liturgy, 
songs or scripture passages that the congregation can identify with. Ethnic dance is also being 
used in certain Catholic schools as a way of bringing understanding and sharing with Australia’s 
big migrant population. 

The Angkan Church 
Anglicans have changed much more slowly and conservatively but a few churches have en- 

couraged dance and three or four have.groups that dance during services. There has also been 
some new thinking about the role of Cathedrals in our society as places where artists can share 
and communicate with the church and the people can experience some of the creativity, heal- 
ing and prophetic truth that art can bring. The very Rev. Ian George, dean of St. John’s 
Cathedral in Brisbane, has taken a lead in this by experimenting with art, drama, dance and 
music. As he told his audience at INSEA (International Society for Education through the Arts) 
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Congress in Adelaide during 1978 in his paper entitled “The Church and the Arts”: “I feel that 
our liturgy is much too static. We are governed by the regimentation of the pew. We do not give 
our people much variety of movement nor do we encourage them to express themselves. It 
is possible to have a congregation dancing. I have certainly managed to have a large congregation 
dance in the course of a Rock Mass in our cathedral in 1975 when nearly 1000 people danced 
together at the end of the service. Human movement is amongst the most expressive media for 
conveying human feelings and relationships. We use it too little.” Over 30 dance groups took 
part in the week-end World of Dance Festival of which the Rock Mass was a part. Ballet, modem 
and ethnic, both sacred and secular, were represented either as part of the liturgy or at other 
times around the Cathedral. 

The distinguished Australian composer, Malcolm Williamson, who is now Master of the 
Queen’s Musick in London, also found he could have a staid Anglican congregation moving in a 
rather unorthodox way when he was in Canberra during 1973. The choir was singing and act- 
ing some of his modem settings to well-known psalms and hymns and he wanted the congre- 
gation to join in. He had them joining arms and swaying, then rising from beneath the pew with 
arms above their heads to simulate Christ, the light of the world, appearing over the horizon. 
Finally, he encouraged them to wave their arms towards the altar to show their longing for 
Jesus. “They were a very responsive congregation”, he said. “I was really surprised with them.“‘%! 

The Uniting Church 
In 1977 the Australian Methodist, Presbyterian and Congregational churches combined to 

form the Uniting church which is now the third largest denomination after the Catholic and 
Anglican churches. Some of the special services of celebration included dance. Ruth Gallene, 
previously mentioned, choreographed some dance to a psalm that was spoken by a verse- 
speaking choir at a service of thanksgiving for the heritage of the congregational Union of 
N.S.W. Desirce Sheldrake, a professional dancer who has danced for some years in churches 
around Sydney, shared in the Central Methodist Mission’s service. In Melbourne the Burwood 
Dance Group from the Burwood Uniting church was very busy participating in their own Parish 
and Presbytery, another Presbytery and the opening service of the first Victorian Synod. Apart 
from the Burwood group there is at least one dance group in a Uniting church in N.S.W. and 
one in Queensland. 

The Australian Council of Churches 
The Australian Council of Churches commissioned dance for services at their 1976 and 1978 

National conferences in Brisbane and Adelaide. Dance involving people in a non-verbal situation 
can so aptly express unity. It can also challenge and was used by the A.C.C. in the already- 
mentioned Church and Life meeting in 1965 and for the launching in Sydney’s Australia 
Square of the 1972 campaign for Action in World development during which the Bodenwieser 
Dance group was again asked to participate. 

Television 
Many of these events that include dance have been shown on television in the time that 

stations are required to give the churches. Christian producers are also beginning to use dance 
more in children’s shows, short religious spots and choreographed singing groups as they realize 
its visual and emotive potential. 
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Attitudes to the Body and Dance 

These instances of dance are, however, scattered and most congregations and clergy would 
find the idea of using dance in the service quite new and strange. Many of them, indeed, would 
think it even unsuitable or sacrilegious. There is a need for exposure and education, and as well 
as specialist dance groups taking part in church services, we have a need as a people to rediscover 
our bodies and their potential for creativity and the expression of our feelings and faith. We 
need permission and encouragement to use our bodies in this way as Australians tend to be 
reserved and conventional in their gestures and there is little touching in day to day relationships. 

Many Christians have negative attitudes to their bodies, but this does not come from the 
Bible. Paul teaches that our bodies are temples of the Holy Spirit and tells us to glorify God in 
our bodies (1 Cor. 6:19-20). King David danced with all his might before the Lord and tells US 

to praise the Lord with dancing (Ps. 149:3, 150:4). Dance can express so clearly the Biblical 
concepts that God is a God of action and creativity. God does not deny or denigrate the body 
- he made it and was pleased with his creation and then became one of us. God has not just 
shown himself in ideas and philosophies but in the doings and story of the people He chose to 
reveal Himself to mankind. So, in dance, the whole person - the body, feelings, mind and 
spirit, can creatively worship God and tell the story of His involvement with us. God wants His 
people to love one another and work together. Dance can express this in a unique way. 

The Charismatic Movement 

A new freedom is being discovered by many through the world-wide Charismatic renewal 
that has gathered momentum in all denominations of the church in Australia over the last five 
to ten years, and, as the Pentecostah have known since the beginnings of this century, the 
Holy Spirit can set your feet dancing and your arms stretching out to the Lord and each other. 
This has meant a real release for many people. Individuals frequently raise their arms during 
singing and prayer as they are moved to do so, and will often accompany lively songs with 
swaying, jigging and hopping. Sometimes one or more individuals will be moved to ‘dance in 
the spirit’, moving in what space is available freely interpreting the words of the song with 
improvised simple steps and gestures. At “Jesus ‘79”, the charismatic conference on the Holy 
Spirit held in Sydney during January this year and attended by 7-12,000 at each main gathering, 
there was spontaneous dancing rather like simple improvised folk dance performed by dozens 
of people who came out of their seats and linked arms. This helped to make the opening 
meeting on the steps of the Opera House and subsequent meetings at Randwick Racecourse 
joyous occasions. But this dancing has its limits and there are many who. would like to discover 
a great variety of movements. 

The Christian Dance Fellowship of Australia 

With all these situations in mind, fifteen people attending the INSEA (International Society 
for Education through the Arts) Congress in Adelaide during August, 1978, met together and 
formed the Christian Dance Fellowship of Australia. The aim was to join over the huge dis- 
tances those scattered people who were already involved in trying to use dance in worship, at 
the same time promoting the idea by increasing people’s understanding and experience of 
sacred dance. 

Now, a year later, there are over 100 members representing ah States and major denomin- 
ations. Of these members 11 represent active dance groups: 3 Catholic, 2 Anglican, 3 Uniting 
and 3 charismatic. Many styles of dance training are represented and used. The Victorian co- 
ordinator, Nell Chalhngsworth, is a we&known authority on social dance; the coordinator for 
South Australia, Janet Brunsden, is a teacher of Dalcroze Eurhythmics; David Bambach, co- 
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ordinator in Western Australia, received his dance experience in musical comedy and my own 
training was in Modem technique in the United States. The main exposure to dance for many 
members has been ballet training which is still the predominant form of the performing dance 
styles, and one of the members, Timothy Gordon, dances in the Australian Ballet Company. 
Over half have no formal training but want to experience using movement in worship. The 
Fellowship does not promote any one style but encourages people to use whatever movement 
they have to discover how to dance to prayers, hymns and songs, to Bible readings, stories and 
themes. 

With two newsletters and several workshops and performances accomplished, the first 
National Conference is being planned for January, 1980. It is hoped to draw many strands from 
the past together by having Shona MacTavish, some of the Aboriginal dancers from Northern 
Territory and others from all States and denominations, professional and non-professional, to 
share with each other and to move ahead together with new understanding, creativity and joy 
in the Lord. 

QUESTIONS FOR THE FUTURE 

It is hoped that this introductory survey will stimulate more research and thought cm the 
subject and a greater awareness of possibilities for the future. There are manY questions worth ,. 
considering: 

- Will the use of dance by Tribal Aborigines &isw as a way of sharing and indigenizing 
Biblical themes and stories? 

- In what way can non-tribal Aborigines identify with this? 
- Will white Australians by seeing and performing Aboriginal dance and using Aborig- 

inal myths as subject matter for choreography deepen their ties to the land and its 
original settlers? Will they gain new insight into their own values, attitudes and faith 
and accept the challenge? 

- Will the new interest in dance in the Christian community have any effect on 
Australian society at large by commissioning or inspiring effective choreography 
on Biblical themes that will bring the message of those themes to both those in 
churches and the greater number who rarely, if ever, attend? 

- Will the growing use of dance give the Jewish and Christian communities new avenues 
of communication with each other? 

- Will church congregations and hierarchies encourage and benefit by watching dance 
groups and by experiencing movement in the liturgy and in workshops? Can every- 
one find meaning by participating in simple movement or would this lead to resis- 
tance and antagonism that could have an adverse effect on the liturgical dance 
movement? 

- Will the Christian Dance Fellowship of Australia be accepted by the Church at large 
and be able to help successfully in promotion and training? 

Only the future can tell, but awareness of our past should lead to wiser and more informed 
action that will help influence and shape that future. 
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DALY RIVER TRAINING CENTRE: COURSE REPORTS 

I 

: 
SR MARY MCGOWAN FDNSC 

ABORIGINAL HEALTH WORKERS COURSE - 16-24 JUNE 1980 

Participants 

Clare Bush - 
Rita - 
Della Lewis 
Nancy Frith 
Paddles Moore - 
Molly - 
Margaret -- 
Gaidjalalug -- 
Lena Jaluluk - 

Baymili 
Roper River 
Hooker Creek 
Wave Hill 
Bagot 
Maningrida 
Maningrida 
Goulburn Island 
Daly River 

The group was comprised of 9 Aboriginal women Health Workers who, although with little 
formal education, had spent for the most part several years as Health Workers and were very 
proficient in their job. They were, too, mature women held in reput in their own community, 
so it was felt this could be a spring-board for the following activities in the Course. 
The Aim of the Course 

Its aim was to form these women in a deeper awareness of their identity: an Aboriginal with 
special gifts and ability, with status in their community, an adult with influence. They would 
study their relationships with other people namely: 

(a) the community at home; 
(b) their Co-Health workers; 

i (c) the white staff. 

i 

They would study problems which do or might arise within these relationships and endeavour 
to offer some solutions. 
Outline of the Course 

The programme had to be modified as the course progressed, to iit the needs of the par- 
ticipants. They were single-minded in their approach and attacked each session with great 
simplicity. 

Sr Mary McGowan is a permanent staff member of the Daly River Centre. She works in association with Fr 
John Leary MSC. 
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Self-Concept: 

In the first part of the programme the group thought about themselves as Aborigines: 
- the important things that make them different from other cultures. 
- what threatens this identity. 
- how to cope with the threats. 

Reporting briefly, they compared the European’s way of life with their own, e.g. 
- the rapid pace of Europeans. 
- “Europeans seem to hue to do a lot of things. Aboriginal people don’t haue to do a lot 

of things.” 
- “Some Europeans talk too much. We don’t do anything -just stand and look.” 

Some of the women were aware of discrimination against Aboriginal people as a threat to their 
security. Some parents of white children stop them playing with Aboriginal children - 
“They’re black!” “In Darwin, people stare at us.” 

+‘fhey spoke of a great shyness when confronted with strangers, particularly with European . 
visitors, and the fact that they must hide that shyness. 
The Role of the Leader 

The leader’s role was outlined and particular stress was continually placed on the need to 
show awareness and concern for others, listen to them, what they are saying, allow others to 
talk out their ideas - that the group was made up of each individual. 
The Family 

(1) The women were asked to draw the members of their family, the good things about 
each one, what they liked to do together. 

(2) Problems which disrupted family life. 
Health Worker and Community 

It was discussed in the group whether they felt respected in the community as a Health 
Worker. The majority agreed they felt respected. 
Problems in their Community 

They spoke in general of drunkenness, fighting, lack of care - for babies and old people. 
But when asked what difficulties they encountered it became apparent that there was much 
fear and pressure placed on them: 

- when a person died, particularly if it was an unexpected death, the blame was often 
pointed at the Health Worker. 

- when a child or baby did not respond to treatment. 
- when accidents happened. 
- when patients had to be evacuated. 

The above points were discussed at great length and it became a very animated session. 

The women also made it clear that if a dead body was placed in the hospital, the necessary 
rites should be performed in that room after the body was removed, i.e. in order to keep the 
spirit of the dead person from that place. 
Health Worker and Health Worker 

The group spoke of shyness and lack of confidence in young Health Workers - the need to 
encourage them (they felt they themsleves were the ones to do this.) “When they run off, you 
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must go and talk to them.” 

They also offered adivce to others - “Don’t shout at them, they don’t know.” And a very 
interesting point : “Must still keep showing them, even though they (the young Health Workers) 
can read and write.” 

The women said it WAS far better for the Health Worker to show Health Worker, rather than 
the white staff. 
Health Worker and European Sister 

On the positive side the group spoke appreciatively of nursing staff who showed interest in 
learning the Aboriginal language and customs; who referred to them, their opinions: “She 
always asks me.” 

On the negative side, the group spoke quite freely about difficulties they had had with some 
white sister: 

- “She always had the keys.” “Kept the keys.” 
The keys of the place seem a real power symbol. 
The manner in which a person spoke was an important issue: 

- “She would talk rough, really rough talk.” 
- “Swearing at them, talking silly way to them.” 

A few other points noted down in this session were: 
- “When a new sister come: do this, do that.” 
- “One place real shining floor, nearly break your leg.” 
- “So many rooms to clean, room, room, room - too many rooms.” 
- “I see in town you have cleaners in hospital, but in our places, we have to do it oursleves.” 

Special stress was made of the importance of ceremony grounds and such areas and the taboos 
associated with these places and the need for Europeans to observe such laws. 
Advice to New Staff 

The group was asked to make a list of what advice they would offer to new nursing staff 
coming into an Aboriginal community. It was interesting to note that in the discussion which 
followed there was a very strong feeling among the Health Workers that it was their place, that 
those coming in were outsiders. It was almost a sense of possessiveness. I will list the simple 
facts as they presented them: 

- “When they come they don’t know anything about Aboriginal community. We tell them 
about our own place, what job we are doing.” 

- “Tell them not to speak rough to a person when they bring their babies.” 
‘We tell her not to speak short, rough, to Health Worker.” 

- “We know what work we are doing.” 
- “She must ask Health Worker what kind of job they have to do.” 
- “The new nurse will watch the Health Worker.” 

“They will tell her what they do in own Health Centre.” 
This statement ‘We will tell her what we do here” was repeated endless times in a variety of 
ways - in drawings, in talk. 
Conclusion 

The Health Workers were asked if their statements and ideas could be shared with the 
Health Department. They agreed. The women were very open and straight forward. However, 
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some were very shy and some very outspoken and this made it difficult to get everyone par- 
ticipating. Most of the findings of one particular topic rarely came out in one session, but were 
gathered at random, in asides and remarks throughout the Course. 

They were mature women, a confident group who must be a valuable asset to the Health 
Clinic and a source of security to their wider community. I certainly gamed in wisdom by 
living and sharing with these women, and I’m grateful for the opportunity of meeting them. 
Special thanks also to Sister Philippa -Reaney for her assistance in making the week’s Course 
run so smoothly. 

, 

TURKEY CREEK LEADERSHIP COURSE. 1 - 10 July 1980 

Participants 

David, Hector, George, 
Carrington, Bandy, Jacko, 
Queenie, Goodie, Rub, 
Madigan, Lena, MOM. 

A group of twelve, mostly older Aboriginal people, from Turkey Creek (W.A.) arrived at 
the Training Centre, DaIy River on Tuesday afternoon, 1 July. 

Briefly, Turkey Creek comprises approximately 200 Aborigines, who have moved in from 
different cattle stations, to settle there permanently. There are five groups of people within 
this community and each group was represented at the DR course. 
Introduction 

The course commenced with a talk by Fr John Leary. He spoke of the necessity for them to 
think deeply about their group, their community, their life-style; that the pressures from the 
wider community could eventually destroy them, if they just allowed things to happen; it was 
so important to think of the important things in their life, important to them as Aborigines; 
that they see to it that the education the children receive makes them better, stronger 
Aboriginal children; that they themselves think first, then talk to other small groups of 
Aboriginal people; above all, that they spend some time in quiet reflection and let God speak to 
them in their own way. 
course 
Important Things in Life as Aborigines 

Their country was the significant feature of each one’s sharing. Many of the group shared 
at great length. They spoke of all the good things in their land, their animals, their sacred sites, 
some rituals. Expressions, such as the following, were used, ‘My country belongs to me i 

‘The land is good, big, not all squashed together like a jam tin with the lid on.’ 
There was doubt too, about the future - ‘God give us all this land, I hope we’ll have it.’ 

‘The white man came to disturb, to take it.’ 
The people spoke with conviction, when they identified themselves with their country - 

‘White man hasn’t got our culture, our land.’ 
‘That land, all sites, we still got it in here (pointing to his head).’ 
White man has no country, we got country, we got ceremony songs.’ 
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Family 

The group was asked to draw, by some symbol, the members of their family, for whom 
they were responsible. The numbers were gigantic, to say the least - one person had 74 
relatives shown on his paper. He named every member. And if there was the least sign of 
hesitation on his part, the rest of the group were quick to assist him. The extended family was 
taken for granted, it was part of their social set-up. 

Prayer 

Each morning, everyone would spend some time in quiet reflection, on a certain theme - 
God in creation; God and me; Abraham; Moses. They would then draw, in some way, their 
prayer and share with the group. There was no reluctance in sharing their thoughts and prayers. 
It was very revealing, the way in which they made contact with God. They spoke often about a 
coldness above their head, God entering them through the head. I don’t think there is a more 
expressive way to explain than the use of their own words: 

‘Feeling cold on my mind, God was there.’ 
‘God was right there in my heart.’ 
‘Listen in mind, wind bin come there, God come after the wind.’ 
‘Thinking this morning, my mind, asking God to come, feel that cold come, feel good.’ 

They approached Abraham as someone akin to them, completely at one with him in his 
association with his country and the beginnings of his great family. 

‘Had no kid, had kids, one, two, three, stayed in good country.’ 
‘God tell them, come to a good land, there’s the baby, three kids they got now.’ 
‘I think about Abraham, wife and got all those kids with them now, their camp.’ 

With regard to Moses, it was the finding of water which appealed to them, because, no doubt, 
that is always a matter of concern for them. 

It was after one of the prayer sessions that one man talked about wanting to do something 
more with his own community, ‘talk to the people about God, like Father.’ He expressed the 
desire to do work similar to that of a deacon. ‘I’m going to talk when I go to Turkey Creek, 
talk all the time. Got to tell kids, keep talking to young people. Say all the time, that word 
about Narbun.’ He then added, ‘Might be I can talk, like in the Church, my memory is good.’ 

Community 
The people’s discussion about the five groups within their community centred around 

alcohol, those who misuse it and those who are able to control it. They were very honest with 
themselves. Probably, this topic was uppermost in their mind at this stage, because Fr Joe 
Mandres from Port Keats had just given them a talk on alcohol. 

Good Things Happening at Turkey Creek 

The people worked in two groups, men and women, and discussed some of the important 
things that were being accomplished at home. They compiled the following list: 
1. corroboree - all the children are taught their dance, everyone coming together in one place ; 
2. the buildings they have erected -the bough houses, etc. 
3. the positions of authority each one held in the community. 

It was at this point they spoke of a bough shed, a special place where everyone could come, 
‘a dreamtime one, for ever and ever, children come to learn tribal law.’ They were to refer to 
this place several times during the course, sometimes in different context, e.g. it could be used 
as a meeting place; a place to talk to young people. 
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Problem of Young People 

This centred mainly on protecting them from the alcohol problem - putting up a fence 
and gate, with a notice banning liquor in the area; speaking constantly to them, encouraging 
them. It was decided, when they returned, to hold a meeting concerning the young boys and 
girls - to promote interest for them in sport; in work, i.e. buildings; in artifacts, paintings, 
weapons, etc. 

Conclusion 
The Turkey Creek people were a delightful group. They entered into each discussion with 

zest and enthusiasm. There was an assurance, a dignity about each one. They were completely 
themselves and at peace. Apparently, the white man’s world had not shaken their own self- 
worth. I think these words, of one of the men, express clearly the character of these Aboriginal 
people: ‘I don’t have to go to school to be a good Aborigine, I know my language.’ 

We would like to express our thanks to Sr Clare Aheme and Fr Kreiner for their kindness 
and cooperation throughout the course. 

SANTA TERESA LEADERSHIP COURSE. 20 - 26 July 1980 

Participants 
Dinny and Cecilia Ronson, ‘Iheodora Johnson, 
Don and Denise Wallace, Catherine Stewart. 
Alfie and Rosie Gorey, Marjorie Butcher. 

The group from Santa Teresa arrived at Daly River on Sunday, 20 July. It was the same 
group who had attended the leadership course at Hamilton Downs Station last November, plus 
two more participants. Fr Dave Reilly MSC accompanied the group; also, Laurie Butcher. 

The aim of this course was threefold: to help strengthen 
(a) their relationship with God; 
(b) the grwx 
(c) the family unity. 

Prayer 
Each morning, before the sessions began, an hour was spent in reflection and sharing on the 

following themes: the nearness of God, in me and around me; in Creation; His Son, Jesus - 
miracle of the loaves; the blind man - What can I do for you?‘; Jesus and myself, sitting 
together by the fire. 

The group was hesitant at first, but more ready to share as the week progressed. Also, as 
the week wore on, they became more inclined to draw from their own resources and their OWII 
contact with God, rather than depend on others. Some spoke of ‘God there, talking to me - 
feel Him near me.’ One said, ‘Thought of Jesus on the hillside, I wasn’t born then, but I was 
there somehow.’ 
The Group 

They were urged throughout the course to help, support and encourage each other; to work 
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together as a group; to listen to each other and to allow each one’s own thinking and ideas to 
come through; that everyone’s contribution was essential. It was noticed that the group 
attempted to do this. A couple who, last time, appeared to stay on the fringe of the group, this 
time played an active part in the discussions and sharings. 

Another suggestion placed before the group, as a discussion point, was to promote small, 
thinking groups of people, perhaps some relatives, to whom they could relate well. Then, feed 
back in to the core group such matters as the attendance, interest, positive approaches etc. of 
the smaller groups. The ideas which came from this discussion were: to meet with the small 
groups in their own living areas - this covered every camp;also, it would be possible to talk, at 
different times, with the people with whom they worked; sometimes they could talk to the 
men or women in large groups, but more often in small groups. 

Family Unit 

The group was asked to look closely at the members of their family, their strengths; the 
things they like to do together as a family; that even though the children were receiving an 
education, nevertheless, what were the important things they themselves should teach the 
children? 

This topic was slow to develop, but develop it did, in their own style, with their own ideas. 
They felt that more old people, perhaps four or five of them, should be involved with the 
children in school, assisting Davie Hayes with the cultural programme. Often, they would refer 
to the teaching of the children as ‘two way.’ ‘He can learn school, but two way.’ 

The next step was put forward with enthusiasm. It concerned the young people, from little 
ones to young men, who come to the club after school. This would be a good opportunity for 
some adults to meet with them and have talks, etc. 

Other things mentioned: 
- to have Mass for the East Side people; 
- getting the children back to their own country at certain times; 
- to have more of their own dances again; 
. that more advice would be sought from the old people. 

Conclusion 
This time, the entire group seemed much more at ease and quickly settled into the routine 

of the day. They showed more self-assurance, particularly the men. 

It was interesting to see that the men wished to work together in a small group, before 
sharing all together. This appeared to increase confidence in themselves. A few times, when 
they came together to share with the women, they were the ones who put forward the ideas 
with conviction. Nor did the women interrupt them. This was perhaps, the highlight of the 
course. 

i 
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ASSEMBLY OF BISHOP, PRIESTS, RELIGIOUS - 
BROOME DIOCESE, MAY 1980 

NOEL McMASTER CSsR 

Months of patient preparation and planning came to fruition in May this year when the religious 
of the Broome diocese met in Assembly with Bishop Jobst and the priests of the diocese. From 
May 12-14 the Assembly endeavoured to share an experience of mission and come to a greater 
awareness and sensitivity of the deeper needs of all people of the diocese and in particular the 
Aboriginal people. 

Two visiting FMM sisters, Majella Tracey and Angela Dunne, were invited to the Assembly 
and ably led the participants through the processes of sharing and discerning. When the time 
came to return to home bases, there was a general feeling of progress and hope; and a feeling of 
gratitude towards those who had worked hard to make the Assembly a reality. 

In a diocese so vast geographically and amongst an Aboriginal people of Cod so old in 
culture and tradition, there emerged - and not surprisingly - a feeling of the mystery of Cod’s 
ways and a need to be open to them. 

Indigenization and Self-Study 

The key words of the Assembly as it unfolded were indigenization and self-study. In fact the 
Assembly itself was an exercise in self-study: the history of the diocese with its achievements 
and shortcomings, the needs and hopes of individual missionaries striving to evangelize and 
indigenize, the availability of competence already possessed by personnel in the diocese, the 
necessity of genuine resource people to encourage and enlighten in every area of missionary 
endeavour: theology, spirituality, anthropology, catechetics, orientation courses for new per- 
sonnel and ongoing formation for those already in the field. 

When finally the dialogue and sharing in the Assembly seemed to reach the recommendation 
stage, recurring themes had crystallized and were asking, even crying out, for action. 

The Assembly elected a Working Party of five (two priests, two sisters, and a brother) to 
take the recommendations and ensure to the best of their ability that they be researched where 
necessary and come closer to realization. 

coals 
At this stage there are short term and long term goals. Many of the recommendations emerged 

from initiatives already under way before the Assembly. In the field of liturgy some moves to 
indlgenize have been made: we have a Mass for English-speaking Aborigines which will be devel- 
oped further. When one looks at the other sacraments, though, it is realized that there is a long 
way to go. Aboriginal law and custom and ritual still need to be researched and we look to our 
own researchers in conjunction with other missionaries across the Top End to help us along. 

Fr Noel I&Master is parish priest of Kununurra, in the NE comer of the Broome diocese. 
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While we were searching our souls it was good to know that Aboriginal leadership was al- 
ready being fostered: Turkey Creek was able to report of a plan to go to Daly River and give 
some ten or so people the experience of the Leadership Course there.* 

So there are immediate actions towards immediate goals. Longer term goals are going to 
require more soul searching, or to use the phrase of the moment, one could even say the phrase 
of the Assembly, more self-study. 

Time and again this need surfaced, if not in the same words, at least in fact. The participants 
of the Assembly were encouraged to hear Bishop Jobst speak sympathetically of the possi- 
bility of a married Aboriginal clergy. Yet how realistic is that even in 1980? Do we know the 
implications? or the complications? Should we be deterred? Valid questions all! 

But we could surely say the Assembly would disown settling for more questions than 
answers, more study than action. Self-study as envisaged by the Assembly, is not to be an intro- 
spective exercise only. It is rather a watching and listening, even touching and smelling, by all 
those called to share in the Kingdom of the Lord. And this is everyone from Balgo to Beagle 
Bay, from La Grange to Wyndham. All, priests, religious, laity, have been encouraged to 
promote prayerful sharing and study in local areas and to feed into a central committee findings 
and insights that can assist the mission of one and all. 

Hopes 
Certainly the participants of the 1980 Assembly would hope one day for a Pastoral Council 

and a Mission Resource Centre, for a Research team with experts to assist the mission in the 
Kimberley. But beyond that the prevailing hope is that all individuals, whatever their race or 
culture, can speak of Jesus the Lord with the conviction of St John, and in chorus with each 
other, as the One “we have heard, and we have seen with our own eyes, that we have watched, 
and touched with our own hands” (1 Jn 1: 1). 

*vid. Course Report, p.22. 
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PORTKEATS: 
AHAPPYCOMMUNITY? 

CHESTER S. STREET 

(26 June 1980) 

In looking through some old material recently, that I’ve collected over the years, I came across 
an article entitled “Port Keats: A Happy Community” published in The NT News on 16 
November 1974. The article concluded: 

“The future looks bright for Port Keats. Brighter than for many of the other 
troubled Settlements in the Territory which are always making the news.” 

Then a week or so later, after finding this article, Father Peter Heam showed me a report on 
Port Keats compiled by the NT Liquor Commission which unfortunately didn’t echo the closing 
comment of the newspaper article, but in fact painted quite a gloomy outlook for the future. 

Port Keats: A Happy Community? Past tense, not present, unfortunately. What happened? 
To sum up in one word, alcohol. And what of the future? Possibly gloomy, yet as European 
guests in an Aboriginal Community, I believe we could have a vital effect on the future. 

Much has been said and written about the social and psychological reasons regarding the 
alcohol “problem” among the Aborigines, so there is no need for further comment on this. 
But what reasons does the Aborigine himself offer for drinking alcohol? There are several, but 
here I only wish to mention two, with particular emphasis on the second. 

4 Pressure from kin 
b) Equality with whites ’ 

Pressure from Kin 
An Aborigine does not choose his friends but they are automatically determined for him at 

birth. As Albrecht (1974:38) points out, “relationships stand at the very core of Aboriginal 
social organization”. He goes on: 

“One of the principle means of honouring, strengthening and renewing ascriptive 
relationships in Aboriginal society is the practice of reciprocal gift giving. As it is a 
serious breach of social etiquette not to honour one’s social obligations, so it is a 
serious breach of the same etiquette not to accept a gift when it is proffered.” 

Bain (1974:46), from her studies in Central Australia, adds: 
6i . . . the pressure of kinship in Aboriginal society is extremely intense, so much so 
that individual choice can almost be eliminated. This is so particularly when the 

Chester Skeet, of the Summer Institute of Linguistics, along with his wife Lyn, has spent a number of years 
at Port Keats working on Murinypatha (Murlnbata), the “good language” of the owners of that Part of the 
country. 
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offer of liquor is to a young man from an older man with traditional responsibility 
to teach or assist him. The young man should hold his older kinsman in respect.” 

Therefore, it is the man with the greatest thirst who teaches his other kinsmen to commence 
to drink and so it continues from there. Once a start is made it then becomes impossible to 
refuse. The only way a man can restrain himself from drink is to keep right away from his 
kinsmen while they are consuming alcohol, which is often almost impossible. So the drinking 
habits of an Aboriginal are basically determined by his kin and is something that he as an 
individual has little control over. 

Generally speaking, the Aborigine drinks to get drunk, to which no shame is attached, but 
on the contrary great glory. Many men who see the dangers of alcohol often talk of moderation 
in drinking, but this is another impossibility to the Aborigine; once he has started to drink, his 
natural desire is to drink more and more, which is also added to by pressure from km to keep 
on drinking. Moderation in the sharing of food, clothing, material possessions, etc. among kin 
is a foreign concept, so why will it be any different with alcohol? 

As I remember it, the authorities of the day commenced the wet canteen or “Club” at Port 
Keats with two main goals in mind: namely to teach the Aborigine to drink in moderation 
which would help him face the evils of the white man’s society, and secondly to try to curtail 
the frequent travelling made by a minority group of men between Port Keats and Darwin or 
Kununurra. 

It would be extremely naive of me to say that either of these goals has been met or even 
partially met, or look like being met in the future. The restricted supply offered by the Club 
has not become a lesson in moderation, but rather a place of initiation into drinking, with 
continued pressure to raise the ration level. It commenced at two cans per night, then three, 
now four, and as surely as OPEC continue to raise oil prices, so the pressure will be applied to 
raise the daily limit available from the Club. 

Before the establishment of the Club there were many men who were proud of the fact that 
they did not drink, and there would have been many more younger men growing up who could 
have boasted the same, but unfortunately they too have been “initiated” into the Club, and 
there remains today a mere handful who refrain completely from alcohol. 

Of course this “initiation” has not helped to decrease the numbers who travel to Darwin or 
Kununurra, but has accelerated the numbers greatly. They have tasted the limited supplies 
available at the Club and need to travel to the larger centres to quench their thirst. 

Many Port Keats men openly confess the dangers of alcohol, others express a keen desire for 
moderation, and others talk of the happiness manifested in “dry” Aboriginal communities they 
have had the opportunity to visit, but as previously mentioned it is impossible for them within 
themselves to reach these ideals. 

Equality with Whites 

I strongly believe that the leadership and examples we display in the way we live directly 
affects the life of the Aborigine. This is particularly true of alcohol. Regarding this, Bain 
(1974:50) says: 

“Many an Aborigine drinks in order to copy his boss. As well as the boss there is 
also the white work associate or casual friend to be considered. Some of these 
whites are single men, many with quite large pay packets. In this company, it has 
to be acknowledged that there can be gross irresponsibility on the part of the 
whites, some of whom have failed to make an adequate social adjustment in their 
own society and spend considerable time in heavy drinking with Aborigines.” 
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One of my Aboriginal friends often relates events along the time line to the day Aborigines 
became “citizens”. So to him, and certainly to all Aborigines, this was a very important event. 
The visible feature prior to this event was that Aborigines were not permitted to enter hotels 
nor could they purchase liquor. So with the abolition of that legislation and the granting of 
“citizenship” came the right to drink in hotels and purchase liquor, and so drinking became a 
means of showing equality with the white man. It became the activity of equality. So too, when 
an Aborigine becomes drunk, or even-partially intoxicated, he chooses to speak using all the 
English he can control, rather than the vernacular, in an effort to display this equality by 
imitating the white man. 

Unfortunately the examples he sees set by Europeans in this part of Australia leave much to 
be desired. Apart from the liquor that freely flows in the movies shown two to three times per 
week, he lives among a white society that on a per capita basis possibly consumes more alcohol 
than any other society in the world. In any case, it greatly exceeds that for the rest of 
Australia, which is high by world comparison. 

Many years ago the young church in Rome had some problems that were specific to the 
times and conditions they lived in. One of the problems which faced them was the division 
among its members as to whether they should eat meat that had been previously sacrificed to 
idols or not. St Paul’s advice to them is recorded in Romans 14:12-21 (G.N.B.): 
Everyone of us, then will hove to give an account of himself to God. 

So then, let us stop judging one another. Instead, you should decide never to do 
anything that would make your brother stumble or fall into sin. My union with the 
Lord Jesus makes me certain that no food is of itself ritually unclean; but if a 
person believes that some food is unclean, then it becomes unclean for him. If you 
hurt your brother because of something you eat, then you are no longer acting in 
love. Do not let the food that you eat ruin the person for whom Christ died! Do 
not let what you regard as good get a bad name. For God’s Kingdom is not a matter 
of eating and drinking, but of the righteousness, peace, and joy which the Holy 
Spirit gives. And when someone serves Christ in this way, he pleases God and is 
approved by others. 

So then, we must always aim at those things that bring peace and that help 
strengthen one another. Do not, because of food, destroy what God has done. All 
foods may be eaten, but it is wrong to eat anything that will cause someone else 
to fall into sin. The right thing to do is to keep from eating meat, drinking wine, or 
doing anything else that will make your brother fall. 

There is an analogy here. The young church at Rome was experiencing problems over the 
eating of meat that had been offered to idols. It was causing a division in the church and caus- 
ing many people to fall into sin. St Paul’s key verse in writing to those who were strong in the 
faith was, “You should decide never to do anything that would make your brother stumble or 
faII into sin” (v.13). St Paul’s advice to the Roman church in the first century is equally applic- 
able to us today in the twentieth century. 

What is causing tensions, strife, unrest, unhappiness, quarrellings, fights, etc. at Port Keats 
today? What is causing a strong undercurrent of black-white animosity and jealousy? What is 
causing the people to stumble and fall into sin? A major part of the answer is - alcohol. 

I believe very strongly that we should take heed of St Paul’s advice here. It is true that the 
Scriptures do not condemn the drinking of alcohol, but they certainly do give more space to 
the dangers of it than to any benefits it might have. St Paul said that no food was ritually 
unclean, but he would defmitely not indulge in eating or drinking anything that would make 
a brother stumble or fall into sin. 
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To’the church at Corinth St Paul wrote, “Well, whatever you do, whether you eat or drink, 
do it all for God’s glory” (1 Cor. lo:31 G.N.B.). The activities that take place at Port Keats 
after 5.00 pm each day don’t appear to be to the glory of God. Each evening women and child- 
ren anxiously await the return of husband and father from the Club, never knowing what to 
expect, what abusings, beatings or harm will befall them, not to mention the fights that go on 
between the “drinkers” or even the loneliness, anxiety, worry that many a wife bears while her 
husband is off in Darwin or Kununurra. I believe they are absolutely sick of it. 

My plea, along with that of St Paul, is for abstinence from the consumption of alcohol in 
an all out effort to show love and concern to the Aboriginal people, to help them overcome an 
obstacle that is impossible for them to overcome by themselves. Indeed the “ritual” of the Club 
has become the most important event in the day for the Port Keats men. Scarcely any con- 
versation can pass, anytime, anywhere, without some mention of alcohol. 

I feel that I’ve only scratched the surface here, and there is a lot more that could be said, but 
in closing, I want to include from Proverbs a passage that warns us in crisp but colourful 
language of the economic, medical and social aspects of drink. 

Listen, my son, be wise and give serious thought to the way you live. Don’t associate 
with people who drink too much wine or stuff themselves with food. Drunkards 
and gluttons will be reduced to poverty. If all you do is eat and sleep, you will soon 
be wearing rags. 

Show me someone who drinks too much, who has to try out fancy drinks, and 
Z will show you someone miserable and sorry for himself, always causing trouble 
and always complaining. His eyes are bloodshot, and he has bruises that could have 
been avoided. Don’t let wine tempt you, even though it is rich red, and it sparkles 
in the cup, and it goes down smoothly. The next morning you will feel as if you 
had been bitten by a poisonous snake. Weird sights will appear before your eyes, 
and you will not be able to think or speak clearly. You will feel as if you were out 
on the ocean, seasick, swinging high up in the rigging of a tossing ship. ‘I must have 
been hit,’ you will say; ‘Z must have been beaten up, but 1 don’t remember it. Why 
can’t I wake up? I need another drink.’ 

(Proverbs 23: 19-21,29-34 G.N.B.) 
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YTU COURSE AS 107: “AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL RELIGION** 

During this third term at the Yarra Theological Union (YTU) 1980 I have been giving a course 
on “Australian Aboriginal Religion”. It comprises 9 lectures, one a week, on Thursday evenings 
from 7.00 pm till 10.00 pm (with a coffee break in the middle). Each lecture. is equal in length 
to three normal periods. The idea of the late hour and the concentration is to accommodate 
the course to external students and people quite outside the seminary who might want to do 
such a course out of personal interest. 

TWO@ people are enrolled in the course, and an extra three are sitting in. Of these 23 : 13 are 
ma, 10 men; 15 of them are doing it towards B.Theol, the other 8 are either not degree 
m&nts or are not doing the course for its academic point value; 7 are seminarians, the rest are 
not; 8 are lay people, the rest are religious. 

Topics 
The course comprises: 

(1) Introductory notions from prehistory and social anthropology 
(2) Ideology: the “Dreaming” 
(3) Mythobgy and mythological beings 
(4) High beings (‘Sky Gods”): Nugumanj, Djamar, Daramuhm, Bun@, Baiame 
(5) Ritual: initiation 
(6) Ritual: fimerary rites 
(7) Men of high degree 
(8) Overall characteristics: sacrament&y, celebration. . _ 
(9) Aboriginal religion and Christianity. 

Authentbity verms Reductionism 
A main emphasis in the course is the authenticity of Aboriginal religion, with some indication 

of its traditional highly developed state. Particular attention is paid to the analogical or sym- 
bolical nature of its ideology and the sacramentalism of its ritual. A special effort is made to 
treat its religious phenomena as specifii religious, i.e. to shake off the Durkheimian legacy 
of reducing religion to the status of a social function. Such reductionism has only been reinforced 
by the earlier dehkrate and of more recent times implicit and chronic functionalism of social 
anthropology as it has been historically developed and is still generally being practised. The 
easiest way for secularists to account positively’for religion is by reducing it to social “facts”. 

In this respect the course has been following a lead given by Professor Stanner: On Abori@~I 
Re&ion (1966, especially pp. vi, 69, 1356), “Reflections on Durkhehn and Aboriginal 
Religion” in Maurice Freedman (ed.) Social Orgu nization: essays presented to Raymond Firth 
(Frank Cass & Co. L.td, London, 1967:217-240); Mircea Eliade: Awtmlitzn Religions (1973: 
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196-200); E.A. Worms SAC, as noted by Helmut Petri In his edition of Fr Worms’ postumous 
essay, “Australische Eingeborenen-Religionen” (1968:278-9, French translation 1972:333-4). 
In particular Petri observes: 

For decades the whole concert of studies, without exception, has been stressing the 
norms of social life, so that religion appeared to be no more than a marginal aspect 
of this topic. In the face of all these “sociologising” stud&, we must be grateful to 
Rev. Fr Worms for having composed the present work In which, thanks to his 
ability of entering into another’s mentality and by virtue of his work over many 
years, Australian religiosity has been displayed in its essential characteristics. 

Respect 
Moreover, one might suspect that there is a good dose of paternalism, and maybe something 

worse than the ethnocentrism they like to decry, among students of Aboriginal religion who, 
while making much noise about respect for sacred sites and the like, think privately that religion 
is an aberration of the human spirit at the best and more commonly is a cruel deception and a 
cheat. A man who believes religion has no value in itself or for him might be prepared to mani- 
fest overt respect for a form that he thinks is “primitive” - just as one does not disabuse the 
simple beliefs of children who like fairytales. If one really respects the “sacred” of Aboriginal 
people, then it is concordant that one respects the “sacred” as found in other cultures, one’s 
own included. 

I realize that a charge of paternalism and ethnocentrism would often be hotly rejected. I do 
not mean that these are consciously pursued policies. Are they ever? Both these factors act in 
their most effective form when they are implicit and outside the range of conscious awareness. 
All the same, it is normally because one has a suspicion of their unwelcome presence within us 
in the subconscious regions of the mind that one resents so strongly the imputation of a defect 
we much prefer to accuse others of. The standard direction for charges of paternalism to go is 
from anthropologists towards missionaries: it is fair to reverse charges once In a while! 

Of course, respect works the other way around too. If one respects the religious elements in 
one’s own culture, then one should respect the religions of other cultures. The force of this 
simple argument has only recently impressed itself upon many church people. Maybe this can 
be said for those earlier missionaries (everybody’s target these days) who rejected Aboriginal 
and other religions as “pagan”, even “diabolical”, that at least they paid them the compliment 
of having recognized them as authentically “religious”. Otherwise they would not have seen 
them as inimical to the gospel. 

Needless to say, experience in the field does not accommodate itself to the ideal categories 
of the academic. However keen a Christian liturgist might be to give Aboriginal ritual its proper 
place in christian ceremony, often he must acknowledge the presence of elements that are in- 
compatible on various grounds - moral (e.g. ritual killing of supposed sorcerers, multiple rape 
or general intercourse), jural (e.g. exclusion of women), hygenic (e.g. drinking of blood). 
Beyond the possible adoption of various common features like clap-sticks, djidjeridus, standard 
rhythms, a non-Aboriginal liturgist has no right to pick and choose ceremonial items that he 
approves of. Such choices must be made by the Aboriginal owners of the ceremonies, both 
because they alone really understand their import and because the ceremonies are a most valued 
part of their cultural patrimony which no outsider has a right to interfere with. The choices 
cannot be engineered but must occur as integral events within the process of christianisation of 
the whole cultural milieu, a process that undoubtedly will be gradual and long in duration. 
After all, a thoroughly christianised culture is only an ideal that indicates aim and trend - until 
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the eachton, the completed time, has come. Certainly Western culture is a long way from being 
such, and might in fact be moving in the opposite direction. 

Sincerity 
Last century and earlier in this one, one of the main reasons adduced for the non-recognition 

of Aboriginal religion as “religion” was that it was “magical” in intent. The rites had the effect 
of tapping the energy of potent beings embedded in rocks, waterholes, hills, or contained in 
boards, stones, shells shaped and decorated by initiated men. 

‘This aspect of Aboroginal religious culture is brought to public awareness these days in 
Australia in reference to disputes about sacred sites and the effects of drihing for oil and mining 
for minerals. There are potentially destructive goannas, green ants, yams and other Dreamtime 
figures that might be disturbed and angered . . . 

These Aboriginal fears are solemnly stated in parliament, the press, in university seminar 
rooms - and all the time one suspects ‘double-think’ is at work. (Recognition of this fact is 
very convenient for promoters of mining and drilling on Aboriginal land.) I recall an Aborigine 
who, after telling me about the dangers of mining a certain site cocked an eye at me and said, 
“It’s all nonsense, you know.” I remember being displeased at such a bland confession of 
‘double-think’, mainly because I believed.such need not be the case. I suspect that he was 
accommodating his statements to what he judged my white Australian attitude would be even 
though I might not have manifested it out of polite duplicity. 

In order for Aboriginal fears of the consequences of unrestricted mining, on the one hand, 
to be recognized as valid objections that merit to over-rule considerations of (economic) 
“national interest” and, on the other hand, for beliefs to be worthy of the serious attention of 
christian theologians, not only out of simple respect for other people’s views, but also for their 
own intrinsic religious value, a firm basis for the objective validity of Aboriginal religious belief 
and ritual needs to be identified and spelt out. I propose that this essential task can be perform- 
ed by the mediation of two complementary theological concepts, ideological symbolism and 
ritual sacramentalism. 

Ideological Symbolism 
By virtue of ideological symbolism one can understand the Dreamtine mythology as a code 

of theological statement that emphasizes in a particularly vivid and concrete way divine creative 
immanence in world processes. Understood in their literal sense beliefs about sleeping goannas, 
rainbow snakes and the like cannot be taken seriously by the modem~scientiiically instructed 
mind. One cannot really believe that there is a sleeping goanna at Noonkanbah that might be 
roused by drilling in the ground. However, a site that men have set aside as a shrine to a particu- 
lar aspect of divine operation in the world merits the same sort of respect that men accord, for 
instance, to the cave where Christ is considered to have been born into time or the hill where he 
passed out of it for the salvation of mankind. The ideology is literally diverse but symbolically 
identical in the general sense of indicating points in the space-time continuum where divine and 
this-worldly operations have intersected. From a general point of view the sites have only 
,relative importance: the intersections could have happened elsewhere and at another time. 
However, once divine operation has been specifically and historically localised, the particular 
sites become diversely endowed with a religious value that transcends non-religious interests of 
economic profit, technological convenience, national budgets and the like. 

Neither should fears of disaster consequent upon disrespect be laughed away too lightly. 
Cod has accommodated his self-manifestation to us men according to idioms we can compre- 
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hend (“We have heard [the Word of life], and we have seen it with our eyes; yes, we have seen 
it, and our hands have touched it.” 1 Jn. 1 :l). Disrespect for the divine, even though mediated 
through a symbolic presence, might still be counted as such against us. 

Ritual sacramentalism indicates an objectaction that stands in the general category of con- 
crete symbol referring to something (person, power, concept) quite beyond itself. A ‘sacra- 
ment’ however has two further characteristics that specify it as a particular sort of symbol. First 
of all, it is constituted such not by human convention but by the authority and operation of the 
supra-human power it refers to. !Secomlly, its eff&cy is not merely pey&&gical or cognitive, 
but it is a means and channel of supra-hurnan power. ‘Ihe two characteristics are necessarily 
complementary. 

The ch&tian sacraments are constituted such by Christ’s authority, mediated by the church, 
which is after all the supreme sacrament (cf. Vatican II, Lumen Centium, no. 9). In the 
Aboriginal ideology the sites and objects (tjurwrga) have been constituted such by the work of 
the mythdogical beings who, by virtue of the ideo&$cal symbolism indicated above, should be 
seenasfigurrtneexpressionsofdivineaeativeactivity. 

Likewise the &Man sacraments are a means of divine intervention in the world: they pro- 
vide access to the power that made, sustains and impels the worid towards the fuhress of being. 
In a ferative way the Aboriginal rituals and objects are conceived as performing an analogous 
function. 

The church’s task, as I see it, in regard to Aboriginal belief and ritual is to complete and per- 
fect them by an internal transformation. l In the process the christian sacramental forms could 

be embodied forth in a fresh, re-invigorating way. One of the reasons why the church has done 
so little innovative work in the sacramental realm is that we don’t seem to have worked out the 
justificatory theory for such an accommodation to Aboriginal realities. Ihis task the AS 107 
course has been trying to approach. Hopefully the other speciftiy theological courses at YTU 
might be impelled to take notice! It would give substance to their declared aim of developing 
theology in the Australian context. After that the missionaries in the iIeld may feel more con- 
fident in taking on a task they feel the need of performing but are troubled in their own minds 
about. 

The course aimed also at developing a characteristic of Aboriginal mhgious ritual, cek- 
bmtirr, that indicates an overall view of the general function of religious activity, but it must 
be confessed that perfomrance of this task has not got much beyond the stage of collecting 
material. It is important that this concept be developed as it could prove to be the bridge that 
mediates between traditional chr&tian worship on the one hand and speciflcahy Aboriginal 
religious culture on the other. 
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Western ritual is highly verbalized, largely, I would suspect, through being centered on the 
Bible as a book of words rather than as a record of actions. It is heavily task oriented. We are 
always praying for something or other: not so much for goodies these days as for such noble 
objectives as world peace, the end of poverty and the like. Maybe this is the religious mode in 
which our technoligical mentality expresses itself. We approach Cod as an agent inducing 
change in the hearts and minds of men, in social structures, even at times in the normal course 
of natural processes. 

While Aboriginal ritual often performs similar functions, there is at the same time a temper 
of simple celebration that the Christian church might do well to emulate, not only in its attempt 
to accommodate Aboriginal religiosity in the “missions”, but also in Western communities 
Christian by long standing. A celebration by ritual action - dance and song - that has no great 
message to impart but is simply the human spirit expressing itself in the sight of Cod.” 

The natural processes of seasons, weather, growth, decline and decay just happen: man’s 
part in them is to celebrate them simply by bringing them to conscious expression. It is in and 
through man that the universe literally sings its hymn of praise to its provident %reator. That 
man could sometimes think that his ceremony is actively causing world processes to happen 
might be nothing more than an accidental mode attaching to a substantial operation that is 
central to the liturgical activity that marks man’s true place in the scheme of things. 

2 Hems the inclusion of Mary Jones’ paper on dance in this issue of Nelen Yubu. 
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REVIEW NOTICES’ 

OMNIS TERRA No. 110 (July-August 1980) 

Two papers on aspects of evangelization by Jesuit professors at the Gregorian University, 
Rome: 

1. “Proclamation and Communion”, pp.281-294, Mariasusai DHAVAMONY SJ (Dean of 
Faculty of Missiology) 

2. “Evangelization and Witness”, pp.307-317, Jesus LOPEZ-GAY SJ. 
The first proposes general guide-lines on the themes of proclamation and communion from the 
Vatican II’s Ad Gentes, Paul VI’s Emngelii Nuntiandi and John Paul II’s Redemptor Hominis. 
The second discusses missionary “witness” as proposed in Ad Gentes and Euangelii Nuntiandi 
and in John’s Gospel. 

SOME PARTICULAR POINTS : 

a) The Church’s missionary function 

- “The Pilgrim Church is missionary by her very nature.” Ad Gentes, p.278. 
- “The Church’s fundamental function in- every age and particularly in ours is to direct 

man’s gaze, to point the awareness and experience of the whole of humanity towards the 
mystery of God, to help all men to be familiar with the profundity of the redemption 
taking place in Christ Jesus.” Redemptor Hominis, p.284. 

b) Dialogue (with non-Christians, aimed at mutual understanding) 
and the “witness of simple presence”: 

i) while not sufficient fulfilment of the Church’s task of “converting”, bringing all to Christ, 
ii) are still more than evangelical preparations, “preevangelization” as popularly but in- 

correctly expressed. They “have full missionary value”. pp.285287; 309-3 10. 

c) Witness in St John presupposes experience 
The apostles saw, heard and touched the One they proclaimed - but the main experience 
was the internal one caused by the “Spirit of truth” - on which we too base our witness. 
p.3!4-317. 

MJW 

CHRISTIE, M.F. Aborigines in Colonial Victoria 183586 
1979, Sydney University Press. pp.227, $15.00 

This well documented historical account of the tragic relations between Aborigines and 
white settlers in colonial Victoria during the middle ftity years of last century merits more 
attention than it can be given in this issue of Nelen Yubu. For this reason a review article has 

1 Unless otherwise indicated, any page references are to the article, book etc. the Nelen Yubu reviewer is 
directly commenting on. 
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been promised for a following issue. Two reasons for its importance are immediately obvious. 
Firstly, it (Ch.3) explodes effectively the myth that Aborigines did not offer real resistance to 
the extension of the white frontier: in Victoria guerrilla warfare, recognized as such by settlers 
with experience in the Peninsular War (1808-14) was waged by Aboriginal forces that numbered 
at times 200 and even 600 men. Secondly, it draws attention to a scale of genocide in an un- 
declared war that outclasses the more commonly recognized ‘Black War’ in Tasmania. Of course 
a battery of causes was involved, but the Aboriginal population figures speak for themselves: 
in 1834 there were 38 tribes in the Victorian area whose population has been estimated at 
something between 11,000 and 15,000; the official count in 1886 was 806! The Aboriginal 
population in Victoria today has just climbed back to its level of a century ago. 
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BOOK NOTE 
NELEN Y UBU MISSIOLOGICAL SERIES 

Available from Chevalier Press Bookshop, PO Box 13, Kensington, NSW 2033 

NEW, OLD AND TIMELESS: pointers towards an Aboriginal theology. 
MARTIN J. WILSON MSC. Chevalier Press, Kensington, 1979, pp.68 $2.00. 

Outlook, March 1980, p.29: “The sub-title aptly describes the brave, unpretentious start to 
what could, and should, become a vast undertaking. Though a slim book of 68 pages, 
it is very important as the first of a series planned by the Nelen Yubu [Missiological 
Unit, Northern Territory] . . . It would be easy to criticize this little book for what it 
did not say but, remembering that we are still fumbling for the keys and have yet to 
open the door and explore the rooms inside, we can only be grateful for these 
‘Pointers’ and the [Missiological Unit] which promises to follow them up . . .” 
- Eugene Stockton. 

Compass, vol. 14, No. 3, September 1980, pp.40-1: “. . . In one way this small book . . . is 
little more than a pamphlet in size. Yet, essentially, it is a big book, for it combines 
a broad, deep knowledge of the culture and history of Aboriginal Australians with 
the reflective powers of a professional philosopher and anthropologist, and the 
dedication of a missionary . . . In short, a most invaluable little book, achieving much 
more than any number of others five times the size. At very least, it introduces the 
reader into one of the providential resources of a truly Australian theology.” 
- Anthony Kelly CSsR. 

NOT TO DESTROY BUT TO FULFIL: some reflections on indigeuization of the Church. 
KEVIN BARR MSC. Chevalier Press, Kensington, 1979, pp.100 + vii, $2.50. 

Compass, vol. 14, No. 3, September 1980, p.41: “Father Barr writes from experience in 
[Papua] New Guinea and study in Africa. His focus is on indigenization of the 
Church and small communities. It has already proved successful as a basis for dis- 
cussion and reflection for episcopal conference meetings in [Papua] New Guinea.” 
[Also for a missionary conference in the diocese of Darwin.] - Book Note. 

Mission “. . . Fr Barr makes no claim to originality, nor any apology for copious references 
News and quotations. Indeed, he has performed a great service in bringing together so many 
(London) established authorities on this vital topic and extracting their essence for us to sample. 

He has welded their ideas and arguments with his own and we feel a strong sense of 
urgency that these be taken to heart and acted upon by every missionary. Anyone 
approaching the subject for the ftrst time will find in this book solid background 
information and a firm basis for more detailed study. For those to whom the ideas are 
already familiar it is an excellent synthesis of all the considerations which we must 
take Into account if the work of the Church is to bear fruit in different cultures and, 
indeed, not to destroy but to fulfil them.” 
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NOTICE 

CHURCHES’ TASK FORCE ON ABORIGINAL LAND RIGHTS 

In February 1981 a Task Force is going to begin an educational program throughout Australia. 
Its aim is, firstly, to inform all people of good will about the need for all Australian States to 
enact adequate and effective legislation for land rights for Aboriginal Australians. Secondly, its 
aim is to enlist their active support for the movement. 

The program is jointly sponsored by the Catholic Church and the Australian Council of 
Churches. 

Australian Council of Churches 

‘At the request of the Central Committee of the World Council of Churches, the Australian 
Council of Churches agreed to assist in formulating an action program within the Australian 
Churches on “Land Rights for Aboriginal Peoples”. 

‘In August, 1979, the ACC Executive Committee, meeting in Sydney, resolved: 
“a) To endorse in principle the proposal drawn up with CCJP for an educational program 

in the Churches on Land Rights. 
b) In co-operation with the WCC and member churches, to seek to finance an educational 

officer to work with CCJP on this program.” 
This program was subsequently endorsed by the 1980 ACC General Meeting.’ 

Catholic Church in Australia 

‘The Australian Episcopal Conference of the Roman Catholic Church at its August, 1980 
meeting, approved the CCJP’s participation in the program and the CCJP’s approaching 
individual dioceses with a view to the participation of Catholic parishes and groups. The 
Bishops Conference asked all Catholic Bishops to support the program.’ 

Task Force 

The Task Force is made up of 14 members, under ‘the chairmanship of Fr Pat Dodson 
MSC. The program will begin in February 1981. 

The precise aim is that the Task Force will encourage and work with local groups already 
concerned with Aboriginal issues. If local church groups can forge links with Aboriginal groups, 
they should be able to exercise concern about specific local issues as well as supporting the 
broader movement for land rights legislation to be enacted on the state level. 

The ftrst stage of the program will end during National Aborigines’ Week in July 1981. 

Study Aids 

Derek Came has prepared a “Social Justice Resource Book” for the Task Force: Land 
Rights: a Christian perspective (159 pp.), 12 studies, available from CCJP, ACC etc. for $7.95. 

Discussion guides are also available: 50~ for a set of five, with reduction for bulk sales. 
(This notice has been prepared with the advice of Fr Pat Dodson. - h4JW) 
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